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Evils imminent -- Prologue, aboard the Olympic (1912) -- Frozen music (Chicago, 1890-1891) -- An awful fight -- In the white city -- Cruelty revealed (1894-5) Property of H.H. Holmes -- Epilogue, the last crossing.


The horrifying conditions in the meatpacking industry in the early 1900's are revealed through the experiences of immigrants as they try to make a living by working in the Chicago stockyards.


On a college campus in Chicago, following the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the lives of a few Egyptians and Americans intertwine; and depicts an antiestablishment professor who is having an affair with an African-American student, a veiled Muslim PhD candidate, an Egyptian informant, a student poet, and others.


A story about three sisters living in Chicago at the time of World War II, their lively Irish family, and the men they love.


"A time-traveling serial killer is impossible to trace-- until one of his victims survives. In Depression-era Chicago, Harper Curtis finds a key to a house that opens on to other times. But it comes at a cost. He has to kill the shining girls: bright young women, burning with potential. He stalks them through their lives across different eras until, in 1989, one of his victims, Kirby Mazrachi, survives and starts hunting him back. Working with an ex-homicide reporter who is falling for her, Kirby has to unravel an impossible mystery" --Publisher's web site.


FIC GEE  Gee, Darien. *The Avalon Ladies Scrapbooking Society : a novel*. 1st ed. New York : Ballantine Books, c2013. "At Madeline's Tea Salon, the cozy hub of the Avalon community, local residents scrapbook their memories and make new ones. But across town, other Avalonians are struggling to free themselves of the past ... Enter Bettie Shelton, the irascible founder of the Avalon Ladies Scrapbooking Society. Under Bettie's guidance, even the most reluctant of Avalon's residents come to terms with their past and make bold decisions about their future. But when the group receives unexpected news about their steadfast leader, they must pull together to create something truly memorable."--Provided by publisher.

FIC GEE  Gee, Darien. *Friendship bread : a novel*. 1st ed. New York : Ballantine Books, 2011. Still reeling from a personal tragedy that left her estranged from the sister who was once her best friend, Julia Evarts remains at a loss as to how to move on with her life until she receives an anonymous gift of Amish Friendship Bread with instructions on how to make the bread herself, and a request to share it with others.


FIC HARVEY MICHAEL  Harvey, Michael T. *We all fall down*. 1st ed. New York : Alfred A. Knopf, 2011. Chicago private investigator and former police officer Michael Kelly investigates a bioterrorist attack in a subway tunnel and is drawn into the underworld of the West Side gangs as well as the frightening discipline of black biology.


FIC KONRATH  Konrath, Joe, 1970-. *Cherry bomb : a Jacqueline "Jack" Daniels mystery*. 1st ed. New York : Hyperion, c2009. Lieutenant Jacqueline "Jack" Daniels receives a phone call while at the funeral of a loved one that draws her into a game of cat and mouse with escaped murderer Alex Kork.

FIC LAHAYE  LaHaye, Tim F. *Left behind : a novel of the earth's last days*. Wheaton, Ill. : Tyndale House Publishers, c1995. Airline captain Rayford Steele, stunned when over one hundred
passengers vanish from his plane in the blink of an eye, quickly realizes the Rapture his wife had been telling him about—an event in which Jesus would return to take his followers to Heaven before they die—had happened and he had been left behind.
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<tr>
<td>YA FIC GREEN</td>
<td>Green, John, 1977-. <em>Will Grayson, Will Grayson</em>. 1st ed. New York : Dutton, c2010. When two teens, one gay and one straight, meet accidentally and discover that they share the same name, their lives become intertwined as one begins dating the other's best friend, who produces a play revealing his relationship with them both.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YA FIC ROTH</td>
<td>Roth, Veronica. <em>Divergent</em>. 1st ed. New York : Katherine Tegen Books, c2011. In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must choose among five predetermined factions to define her identity for the rest of her life, a decision made more difficult when she discovers that she is an anomaly who does not fit into any one group, and that the society she lives in is not perfect after all.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>